
If you ever ask a player to name an online slot, you’re bound to hear Gonzo’s Quest as a 
reply. The Gonzo’s Quest slot is one of the most famous slot titles at casinos in Ireland as 
well as at sites around the world. Based on the Spanish conquistador, Gonzo, the story 
sees him on the search for El Dorado and a stash of gold.


Playing at Gonzo’s Quest casinos can see players receiving some great casinos bonuses. 
Aside from these, the game is full of features such as Avalanche Reels. Coming from the 
developer NetEnt, we’d love to show you all that Gonzo’s Quest sites have to offer. 


How to play 
The Gonzo’s Quest slot has a familiar format that most players are likely to recognise. The 
5x3 setup is one that is easy to master when playing any online slots. The game also has 
20 paylines which offer good opportunities to win. This title was also the first to feature 
Avalanche Reels, but we’ll come onto these a little later.


When your set to spin at Gonzo’s Quest casinos, you can wager up to €50 per spin. In 
order to win, you need to match a minimum of 3 symbols. Bigger wins come from 
matching 4 or 5. The symbols that you’ll see are Mayan masks and beasts. 


Gameplay, RTP, and variance  
The Gonzo’s Quest action takes place deep in the jungle with temples hidden amongst 
the trees. The gameplay is impressive and we were entertained by the storyline, 
especially seeing the ship setting sail before our spins began.


Before playing at Gonzo’s Quest sites, you’re probably looking to know what the RTP is. 
This title has an RTP of 96%. This puts around the average mark that you’d expect to find 
on online slots. In terms of volatility, this slot is medium. This means that you may need to 
have a little patience when playing before you start to see any wins. 


Paytable 
When playing at the best Gonzo’s Quest casinos, you’ll find that it is extremely easy to 
find the payable. The payable contains the information you need to know how much you 
can win while playing. Different symbols lead to different wins. We thought that it would 
help to give you all of that information here, so below you’ll find all of the details from the 
Gonzo’s Quest slot payable:


Symbol Three Four Five

Blue beast 3 10 50

Red beast 4 15 75

Bronze beast 5 20 100

http://www.apple.com/uk


Bonus features 
The Gonzo’s Quest slot was the first to feature Avalanche Reels. Each time winning 
symbols appear, they explode and disappear, being replaced by new symbols. These new 
symbols could easily win again. It has been compared to getting free spins after every 
winning combination. The game has a jackpot of 2,500x your stake, but with the 
Avalanche Reels, this can go all the way up to 37,500x.


Playing at Gonzo’s Quest casinos also see players being able to take advantage of the 
Free Falls bonus feature. By matching at least 3 golden masks, you can activate 10 free 
falls (similar to free spins). If you win during this feature, your winnings can be multiplied 
between 3 and 15 times. 


Mobile  
Mobile casinos weren’t quite the rage back in 2010. Games dating back this far may not 
be expected to offer a great mobile experience. However, developments in technology 
have seen Gonzo’s Quest receive a bit of a facelift. HTML5 technology means that this 
slot can not be enjoyed at mobile casinos.


Some Gonzo’s Quest sites may need you to download a standalone app before you can 
play. Others offer instant play, where you can play directly through your mobile browser. 
You will find that all mobile devices are catered for so whether you have an iOS device or 
an Android one, you’ll still be able to play. It is fair to say that the mobile playing 
experience is outstanding.


Design, sound, and graphics 
NetEnt has a bit of a reputation when it comes to its slots. Any title that comes from this 
developer is expected to have the best graphics, great sounds, and outstanding design. 
Gonzo’s Quest certainly doesn’t disappoint. We loved the graphics and found the amount 
of detail that goes into the masks was great. We also enjoyed the amazing animation 
which sees Gonzo itching, checking his map, or generally being a nuisance.


The sounds are fantastic too. What you hear as the blocks come to a stop on the reels 
can only be described as satisfying. The sound of the exploding blocks is a great little 
extra to enjoy.


Purple mask 10 25 200

Bronze mask 15 50 500

Green mask 20 100 1,000

Grey mask 50 250 2,500



Verdict 
We can’t recommend Gonzo’s Quest highly enough. This title is one of the most famous 
for a reason and our time spent reviewing it has shown us why. NetEnt has produced 
something that not only looks stunning but also plays extremely well too.


The Avalanche Reels are probably the best feature of the game. All players are fans of 
free spins, and the way this feature works sees you getting the equivalent of free spins 
every time that you win. If you play at some of the best Gonzo’s Quest sites, you’ll also 
find that there are some great casino bonuses that you can take advantage of.


FAQs 
How do the Avalanche Reels work? 

When you land a winning spin on Gonzo’s Quest, all of the winning symbols explode and 
disappear. They are then replaced with new symbols. These symbols have the potential to 
win again. It is like being rewarded with free spins after every win.


What is the maximum win possible? 

If playing the base Gonzo’s Quest game, you can win 2,500x your stake. However, the 
Avalanche Reels feature sees a 15x multiplier. This means that it is possible to win as 
much as 37,500x your stake.


Are there any Gonzo’s Quest bonuses? 

Yes, if you sign up at the best Gonzo’s Quest casinos, there are a whole host of casino 
bonuses that you can claim.
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